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Abstract. Visual hull is intersection of cones made by back-projections of ref-
erence images. We introduce a real-time rendering method of jaggy-free visual 
hull on programmable graphics hardware. Visual hull can be rendered quickly 
by using texture mapping approach. However, jagged artifacts are present near 
the edges of visual hull faces. In this paper, we solve the problem by using sil-
houette information. Our implementation demonstrates high-quality rendering 
results in real-time. Time complexity of our algorithm is Ο(N), where N is the 
number of reference images. Thus, the examples in this paper are rendered over 
one hundred of frames per second without jaggies. 
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1   Introduction 

Image-based modeling and rendering techniques take images of a scene as input, in-
stead of 3D model containing geometry and material. The provided images are used to 
render new images from different camera locations. That has great benefits such as 
photorealistic results and short rendering time. Some image-based rendering algo-
rithms, such as tour into the picture [2], concentric mosaics [13], and inverse displace-
ment mapping [11], have constraints in the position or direction of view point. Visual 
hull algorithm, however, reconstructs 3D geometry of real objects from input images, 
so that we can freely look around [7]. That makes it possible to build immersive 3D 
environments, such as virtual tourism, video games and 3D interactive television. 

Visual hull is an approximate shape representation of an object, which is actually 
the envelope of the true geometry. That is produced by intersecting silhouette cones 
of an object from all reference views. Each silhouette cone is formed by back-
projecting the silhouette edges with camera calibration data. The intersection of these 
cones is the visual hull of an object. The region of the hull is an intersection set of 
maximal silhouettes [3]. 

Recently, by exploiting the capabilities of programmable graphics hardware, visual 
hull can be reconstructed and rendered in real time [4, 7, 9, 10]. Li, et al. [4] proposed 
a method for hardware-accelerated reconstruction and rendering of visual hull 
(HAVH). That uses projective texture mapping and alpha map trimming for recon-
struction in image space without any numerical problems which exist for geometric 
intersection methods. It can be easily implemented on programmable graphics hard-
ware and achieves high frame rates. However, the use of projective texture mapping 
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for reconstruction causes artifacts near the boundaries of visual hull faces due to dis-
crete representation of silhouette boundaries. 

The visual hull can be constructed by 3D constructive solid geometry (CSG) inter-
sections [5]. By combining HAVH with CSG, it can be rendered without jagged arti-
facts, since no sampling of discrete silhouette information is involved. Even this 
method can be accelerated by the GPU, the performance is still very low due to high 
fill-rate consumption. The time complexity of this algorithm is Ο(N2) in contrast to 
Ο(N) for texture mapping based method, where N is the number of silhouette cones. 

Sen, et al. [12] introduced silhouette map algorithm to remove the jagged artifacts 
near shadow silhouette boundaries of standard shadow map. The silhouette map stores 
x and y coordinates of silhouettes. Silhouette boundaries are revised by using this 
silhouette information. This method is accelerated by graphics hardware and per-
formed in real-time. 

We combine the advantages of HAVH and silhouette map algorithm for visual hull 
rendering without serious jagged artifacts near the edges of visual hull faces. Our 
algorithm keeps high frame rates of HAVH without jaggies. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as followed. In section 2, our jaggy-free 
visual hull algorithm with silhouette map is described. In section 3, implementation 
and rendering results of our method are presented. The conclusions and future works 
are summarized in section 4. 

2   Algorithm 

HAVH algorithm performs in high speed by using projective texture and alpha map 
trimming, but suffers from jagged artifacts that are present near the edges of visual 
hull faces. The artifacts are removed by solving the silhouette aliasing problem of 
projective textures. To remove these artifacts, we apply silhouette maps to HAVH 
without much modification of both methods. 

Our algorithm consists of two main parts as shown in Fig. 1. When reference im-
ages captured from cameras are arrived, all the silhouette data related with reference 
images, such as silhouette mask, silhouette cone, and silhouette maps, are recom-
puted. With these silhouette data, the visual hull can be rendered from any novel 
viewpoint without jagged artifacts. 

2.1   Silhouette Extraction 

Silhouette extraction is only needed when reference images are newly changed. In this 
step, we first generate silhouette masks from reference images. The silhouette masks 
will be used to generate silhouette cones. To generate silhouette masks, foreground 
objects should be segmented from background images. Using image differencing 
technique [1], we can easily determine which pixels in each reference images corre-
spond to foreground pixels and background pixels. Alpha values of background pixels 
are set to 0 and those of foreground are set to 1 (Fig. 2.a). 
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Fig. 1. Work flow of our algorithm 

(a)                      (b)

(c)                      (d)  

Fig. 2. Silhouette extraction can be divided into four major steps. (a) silhouette mask, (b) sil-
houette edges, (c) silhouette cone, and (d) silhouette map generation. 

Secondly, silhouette edges are computed from silhouette masks. The silhouette 
edges on a silhouette mask is the collection of all edges separating the foreground 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 3. Generation of silhouette maps. (a) rasterization of silhouette edges, (b) intersection test 
between silhouette edges and silhouette map texel, (c) the silhouette points stored in silhouette 
map. 

object from the background (Fig. 2.b). We can obtain the silhouette edges using 
marching square algorithm [8]. 

After the silhouette edges from viewpoints are available, we can form silhouette 
cones and silhouette maps. To form a silhouette cone, the silhouette edges taken from 
each reference view are projected back into 3D scene space (Fig. 2.c). And using 
silhouette edges, silhouette maps are generated (Fig. 2.d). The Silhouette map stores 
silhouette points that provide information about the position of the silhouette edges. 
Every texel of the silhouette map stores (0.5, 0.5) as a default value, except when the 
silhouette edge pass through the texel. In this case, a point on the silhouette edge is 
stored in local coordinates. The fragment program picks a position of intersection 
between the silhouette edge and diagonals of current texel (Fig. 3). 

2.2   Visual Hull Rendering 

The visual hull is intersection of the silhouette cones from multiple viewpoints. The 
basic idea of HAVH to render visual hull is to trim silhouette cone surfaces with alpha 
maps. The alpha values of the reference image textures are set to 1 for foreground 
object and to 0 for background. Given a novel viewpoint, each silhouette cone is pro-
jectively textured by the reference images from all other views. In the alpha channel, 
alpha values from multiple textures are modulated. The result is that on a silhouette 
cone, only the region projected by all the other views gets the alpha value 1. This 
region is actually the reconstructed visual hull surface, which observes jagged arti-
facts along the intersection boundaries due to projective texture. 

We are going to present advanced rendering algorithm to solve this aliasing issue. 
The visual hull is reconstructed by rendering silhouette cones. When silhouette cones 
are rendered, each silhouette cone is textured using reference images deformed by 
silhouette maps, except the view that produces the silhouette cone currently being 
rendered. That is, each pixel is projected onto all other reference views, and the refer-
ence image is sampled according to the projected position and following sampling 
rules with silhouette maps (Fig. 4). 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Silhouette cone rendering with silhouette map. (a) when silhouette cone is rendered, (b) 
the point is projected to reference camera space. p’ is the projected point and circles drown in 
black indicate the silhouette points. Dotted lines are the silhouette map grid, and non-dotted 
lines are the reference image grid deformed by silhouette map. 

 
   (a)                                           (b)                                           (c) 

 
  (d)                                             (e)                                             (f) 

Fig. 5. Reference image sampling rules. (a) get 4 closest samples, (b) if these samples all agree, 
sample accordingly (c) if disagree, (d) get the silhouette point of its texel and 4 neighbors, (e) 
texel is divided into 4 skewed quadrants, (f) sample the corner of its skewed quadrant. 

We decide if the projected point is in the region of silhouette boundary. We can get 
four closest reference image samples of the point, and compare the alpha values of the 
samples (Fig. 5.a). If they are same, this region is not intersected with the silhouette  
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    (a)                                           (b) 

Fig. 6. Quality comparison of flat-shaded visual hull. (a) HAVH (b) jaggy-free visual hull with 
silhouette maps. 

 

  (a)                                  (b) 

Fig. 7. Quality comparison of textured visual hull. (a) HAVH (b) jaggy-free visual hull with 
silhouette maps. 
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boundary (Fig. 5.b). The reference image is then sampled accordingly. If they dis-
agree, however, a silhouette edge is passing through this region (Fig. 5.c). In this case, 
the silhouette map is used to approximate the correct silhouette edge. By connecting 
the silhouette point of the projected point’s texel with the four neighbors (Fig. 5.d), 
the texel is divided into four skewed quadrants (Fig. 5.e). We determine the quadrant 
that contains the projected point, and use the reference image sample in the same 
quadrant (Fig. 5.f). 

We iterate this reference image sampling over all reference images, and modulate 
the alpha values of reference image samples. We then obtain the intersection of sil-
houette cones, which is the jaggy-free visual hull. 

This jaggy-free visual hull reconstruction and rendering algorithm is done in a sin-
gle rendering pass. This means that the time complexity of our method is O(N), where 
N is the number of the reference images. 

3   Implementation and Results 

We tested our algorithm on a Nvidia Geforce 7900 GTX graphics card with Direct3D 
and HLSL with shader model 3.0. We used synthetic 3D models and set 8 virtual 
cameras around the model (Fig. 6, 7). The resolution of acquired images was set to 
640x480 pixels and rendered scene was also set to 640x480 pixels. 

 

 

  (a)                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 8. Quality comparison of visual hull from our real-time visualization system. (a) HAVH 
(b) jaggy-free visual hull with silhouette maps. 
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Under this setting, we have measured the rendering speed between HAVH and 
jaggy-free visual hull. The frame rates are 198 fps and 156 fps, respectively (Fig. 7). 
The average number of polygons of each silhouette cone was about 3500. 

Our algorithm was also implemented in a real-time visualization system with cam-
eras. We used 8 cameras to capture a real object (Fig. 8). 

We could render up to 8 silhouette cones. The limitation of texture based visual 
hull reconstruction technique, like HAVH and our algorithm, is that the number of 
silhouette cones is restricted by the maximum number of available texture units. This 
problem can be solved with multi-pass rendering [6]. 

4   Conclusions and Future Works 

In this paper we presented an algorithm which renders jaggy-free visual hull using 
silhouette maps. Our method solved aliasing problem of HAVH while keeping fast 
rendering speed. 

All of the parts of our algorithm could be run on the GPU in real-time, except sil-
houette cone generation, which was computed on the CPU. If we can render to a ver-
tex buffer from, the performance will be improved. That is because we can generate 
vertex buffers of the silhouette cone from silhouette edges internally on graphics 
hardware 
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